Astrology, Palmistry and Ancient Moon Gardening

Earth Moon and Stars
May 2016 with Kerry Galea
Ph: 0419 382 131
Email: kerry@kerrygalea.com.au
Web: www.kerrygalea.com.au
Web: www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

International Stars Wars Day….4th May
May The Fourth Be With You
Yes its Geeks day; celebrate and smile with me!
It’s also Mother’s Day month, Beltane and Wesac.
Scroll for more info.

To each and every one of you; look at the earth and know that you are supported, look at your hands and know that you are unique, and
look at the stars and know that you are part of something greater than yourself.

Your Sun Sign Astrology Forecast May 2016
Aries 20 March – 19 April
As long as you review and refresh your attitude to your finances, you will find a windfall. Spend this month asking
yourself… “what do I need to do…. to be where I want to be?” Also be prepared to learn a hard lesson in rules and
law which reminds you again to do…. what you know you are supposed to do!
Taurus 20 April – 20 May
This is a month to reflect, to ponder, to plan but not yet begin to start anything. Study all possibilities then let a
new creative impulse start working within you before you share it with the outside world. This gives you time to
alter and adjust. Stop being fearful of your own creative power. It’s time to start growing.
Gemini 21 May – 20 June
For most of this month you desire peace. If it’s attainable, then it’s a perfect month but if family and working
situations are chaotic then you will feel under strain. It’s OK to say “No, I need a moment, an hour, or a day to
myself”. You time to shine will be later in the month.
Cancer 21 June – 21 July
Now it’s time to make decisions! You will also have the ability to reach out and communicate with anybody,
especially in groups. The shy amongst you will discover a new talent for speaking; the extroverts will be eloquent
and convincing. Prepare to negotiate a workplace agreement and aim for a win-win outcome.
Leo 22 July – 22 Aug
Work, be it paid or unpaid, is not going ahead as you imagine but the omens are good for the long term. Right
now you are supposed to go over and over again to make sure of everything. Stay confident as you are making
great progress and people will notice. Money spent on fun things, won’t be fun and won’t help.
Virgo 23 Aug – 22 Sep
You want to surge ahead but there is still something to learn, and information which is important that you must
discover. So ask questions, make contact with people who have the knowledge, use google and act like an
investigator. Home and family soon need attention but don’t forget your own journey as they could distract you.
Libra 23 Sep – 22 Oct
Going inward and discovering your shadow side is confronting and scary but it is also a way to peace and joy. Life
circumstances may have caused self-judgement and behavior patterns you no longer need. Take off the old skin
and be new again. You can stand tall in the purity of being you, not who somebody else thinks you are.
Scorpio 23 Oct – 21 Nov
Let loved ones be dithery and indecisive as they will soon have new opportunities and decisions to make and this
is the time they need to weigh up the pros and cons. Worrying that future goals will be blocked by financial
constraints actually guaranteed that they will! Instead think about budgets and savings plans to ensure that you
succeed.

Sagittarius 22 Nov – 20 Dec
At last the future gets clearer and all the hard work and concentration is allowing you to head for your dreams. It
still requires effort but this is the finishing work, not the starting nor the maintenance…. but the final
achievement phase of a recent cycle. Are you allowing yourself to think about the next few years?
Capricorn 21 Dec – 19 Jan
Are you stressed or restless? The solution is to bring a bit of “varoom” into your life and go forth where you have
not yet ventured? Let yourself enjoy doing something rash or different. I know that’s hard for a most Capricorns
but let yourself go. Seriousness will soon return so make hay while the sun shines.
Aquarius 20 Jan – 17 Feb
Home life and family is still calling your attention. Its clean-up time which means literally it’s a perfect productive
time to get rid of old clutter and make it sparkle. On the personal level; it means that it’s time to clean up your
inner journey of the soul. What cobwebs clutter your heart? What pain needs to be thrown out?
Pisces 18 Feb – 19 March
Slow down and think before you talk or act. You see all points of view and loved ones are moving ahead and want
you on their side. It’s a perfect time to offer them a different perspective as they struggle with their role and they
will welcome your varied ideas as it means more choices; always an exciting prospect….. if they like choices!
Did you know that the Sun moves into the 12 signs of the zodiac on slightly different dates each year. If you are
born close to the border of two signs then you are on the cusp and you are a blend of the two sun signs. The
dates here are the 2015 Sun Ingress dates for Australia. Source is Solar Fire from Esoteric Technologies.

1st May Beltane or May Day
Beltane is a Gaelic festival on the 1st day of summer in the Northern Hemisphere. It is
mid-way between the march equinox and June solstice and is also called a cross-quarter
day.
In the northern hemisphere this is a time to celebrate the fertility of nature with dancing
and festivity as the animals taken out of stables and into the pastures. Festivals were
held between villages and romancing was encouraged while dancing around the May
Pole. Over in the north; spring has sprung!
Here…. winter is coming!

4th May International Star Wars Day
May the fourth be with you!
Yes I’m a geek. Enough said. 

8th May Mother’s Day
Mother’s Day is on the second Sunday in May and to help you gain bonding and reconnection, here are some
questions to ask her.
What advice can you share about life, happiness and money?
What has being a mum meant to you?
What are you most proud of?
How would you like to be remembered?
Love her for simply trying.
Forgive her for not being perfect.

22nd May Wesac
This is the Buddhists Holy Day and celebrates the life of the Buddha. It is on the Full Moon in May every year.
He was an enlightened man whose teachings are profound. Do yourself a favor and learn one small fact about
him and his thoughts.

Quote of the Month:
The Quote…..”The goose ran across the top of the water hammering its wings and just when it was obviously that
nothing was going to happen…then suddenly it did. Fly that is”.
Terry Pratchett.
The lesson I took was…….start doing it!
Another Quote……”What they were going to do was impossible but they didn’t know that; so they did it anyhow.”
Terry Pratchett.
The lesson I took from the quote….. Don’t worry about “how to do it”…. just do it!

6 Steps to Self-Understanding
I re-found this quote that I had copied into my “little book of life tips”.
Ask yourself…
How am I feeling right now?
What is causing me to feel this way?
In what way can this feeling serve me today?
If it could serve me today…. What would that be?
How can I amplify or shift this energy to a place that can serve me?
How am I feeling right now that I’m consciously in control of how my feelings serve me?
It’s time to see what’s happening for you.
In my work I will always use both Astrology and Palmistry. The Stars show your potential and your hands show
how you grab hold of life. Through them we look to your strengths, especially now and to the future, and to see
what to avoid, and what to enjoy.
Moe at Gippstown on the Highway Various weekdays by appointment in the beautiful and peaceful grounds of
Gippstown Heritage Village on the highway at Moe.
Traralgon On Sunday the 15th May at Dyoligy, a gorgeous shop where all things are beautiful and
alternative in the heart of Traralgon. Today is already booked out but we are working on an extra
date that may suit you.
Koonwarra in South Gippsland Saturday 7th May at the Artisan workshop Gardens Studio in
beautiful Koonwarra. This is a small historic town with various shops showcasing great food,
pampering, healing, arts and culture. It’s normally Farmers Market day when I am there so the
place is buzzing.
Phone readings Send me photos of your hands I will call at a time that suits you.

Birthday Greetings go out to
Taurus 20 April – 20 May
“If people knew how hard I have had to work to gain my mastery, it wouldn’t seem wonderful at all.”
Michelangelo
Thank you to the Taurean who showed me that if you just work hard enough at something…. you will get it…. and
then never show disappointment, only acceptance, when it’s less than expected. Then work to improve it!

Gemini 21 May – 20 June
“The less of routine, the more of life” Amos Bronson Alcott
Thank you to the Gemini who showed me that losing curiosity is actually losing part of one’s self. Gaining
curiosity is like coming back to life.

What am I getting up to? Everything!
Great dates to put in your diary…

Psychic & Wellbeing Expo in Morwell
Sunday, 29 May 2016 10:00 - 5:00
I will be there so come and say hello. 

Workshop -The Astrology of your Sun, Moon and Venus for life, emotions and love.
Working with your own chart on May 3rd At Warragul Community House at 1 – 3 pm please phone them with your
birth details and bookings. 03 56 236 032

Ancient Moon Gardening
Gazing out the window I can see the veggie patch and right now it looks so very bare! The pumpkins have been
harvested (Jap and Butternut), the broad beans are planted where the tomatoes used to be and I am ready for
more plantings. The eggplants will remain to see if they give another crop next year.
The olive tree received a severe prune and it has taken 3 long years but I have a crop again….it’s a small one but a
crop nether-the-less. The fig, that I planted to stay small but is determined to be huge, is still giving beautiful figs
which the birds have not found. Yippee 
The autumn coolness has revived the roses and once more I have their flowers to admire, while the natives are
continuing to look gorgeous and feed the bees.
May you continually experience the joy of nature in the coming month.
Dates
AEST

Moon Position and
Phase

Ancient Moon Gardening
Planting and sowing days

7th May

New Moon
in Taurus

Rest and do nothing. Cultivate and grow love for the serenity of nature.

10th 11th

Waxing Fertile 1st
Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and planting.
Especially for vegetables whose leaves we eat.

17th 18th
19th 20th

Waxing Fertile 2nd
Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and planting.
Especially for vegetables that bear fruits or seeds for eating.

22nd May

Full Moon
in Sagittarius

Official gardeners rest day so do nothing. 
Harvest and share love of exploring.

25th 26th

Waning Fertile
Moon
3rd Quarter

Plant root crops

AEST Correct for VIC NSW TAS QLD. Subtract ½ hr in SA. Subtract 2 hrs in WA. Subtract ½ hr NT. Add 2 hrs NZ

The Super Almanac has timing for every possible garden task.
Pop over to my website to see a copy for yourself. Enjoy your garden! www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

News from the Stars in May 2016
7th May New Moon in Taurus
9th May Jupiter turns direct in Virgo
Lots of Venus trine Jupiter and Merc conjunct Venus
21st May Sun enters Gemini
22nd May Full Moon in Sagittarius
22nd May Mercury turns direct in Taurus
24th May Venus enters Gemini
26th May Jupiter in Virgo square Saturn in Sagittarius
27th May Mars enters Scorpio
The movement of the planets herald time when we feel mood changes, times we are galvanized to take action,
and others times when we lack energy. There are shifts in feelings and energy levels at all New and Full Moons,
when planets move into signs, or when there are connections (aspects) between planets, or when they turn
retrograde or move direct again.
Pay attention to the days when these shifts happen and notice your feelings and energy levels. This
understanding will enhance your experience of life. Enjoy the ride!

What’s that in the sky? May 2016
To be amazed by the heavens, first get your bearings and note that the sun rises in the east, sets in the west and
the warmest side of the house is north. The darkest night is with the New Moon on the 7 th May and the brightest
night is with the Full Moon on the 22nd May.
For all you night owls
Magnificent Jupiter is high overhead and rules the night skies. The Moon joins him on the 15th May for a very
bright night where you could think somebody is shining a light into your bedroom window!
To Jupiter’s left is Regulus, in the heart of Leo the Lion, who was killed by Hercules as part of the 12 great Labors.
The lion’s skin, which could not be pieced by weapons, became Hercules famous cloak.
Mars and Saturn are rising in the east along with Antares located in the head of the Scorpion. The later it gets the
higher the planets and Scorpio will rise. The ancients, living in an era of constant tribal wars, would consider these
months where the God of War, the Great God and a Scorpion ready to fight, are rising in the evening to be a very
ominous warning! The Moon will guide the way to them on the 22nd and 23rd May. Turn around and look south to
see the Southern Cross high over the two bright pointer stars.
For all you early birds
If you watched all night you would see Mars, Saturn and Scorpio travel over the heavens and now they are ready
to set into the western side of the heavens. The Moon joins them on the 22nd and 23rd May.
By the end of the month Mercury will appear for about 1 hour before dawn close to the eastern horizon but you
have to be quick and look closely to see a steady light that is moving faster than the stars behind it.
Turn south to see the Pointer stars and below these you will see the Southern Cross. It may be difficult to see if
buildings, lights or hills obscure you vison.

Thank You to those that keep me healthy!
Your body is a temple so do something that helps you maintain great health. Pop over to my
website to see the practitioner’s page to find somebody perfect for you.
www.kerrygalea.com.au

Thank You to every single one of you as we smile back at the world together!

